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Cable Light-Speed USB to USB-C SA25-AC3 / 3A / 1.2m (white)

Joyroom SA25-AC3 Light-Speed USB to USB-C Joyroom SA25-AC3 / 3A / 1.2m (white) cable
Looking for a cable that will serve you for years to come? Joyroom will be an excellent choice! Not only does it provide fast charging at
3A, but also fast data transfer at 480 Mb/s. What's more, thanks to its thoughtful design, it will be comfortable to use. See what Joyroom
can offer you. 
 
Fast charging and data transfer
The Joyroom cable not only provides convenience, but also efficiency in operation. With a power of 3 amps, it  enables fast and stable
charging of your devices. But that's not all - the data transfer speed of 480 Mb/s ensures that both file transfers and data synchronization
are done in the blink of an eye. This makes the Joyroom cable not only reliable, but also fast in every aspect of use.
 
Thoughtful design 
The Joyroom cable features a carefully designed construction that combines functionality and durability. Offering a length of as much as
1.2 meters, it allows you to use your devices comfortably in a variety of conditions. Made of premium materials such as aluminum alloy
and  braided  nylon,  the  cable  not  only  looks  elegant,  but  is  also  resistant  to  wear  and  damage.  Thanks  to  this  thoughtful  design,  the
Joyroom cable is an investment that will serve you for a long time.
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	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	SA25-AC3
	Interface 
	USB to USB-C
	Power 
	3 A
	Data transfer speed 
	480 Mb/s
	Length 
	1.2 m
	Material 
	aluminum alloy braided nylon
	Color
	White

Preço:

Antes: € 2.706

Agora: € 2.30

Acessórios para telemóveis, USB cables, USB do USB-C
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